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Designing a thriving nation



The problem is the system we ourselves created.
By saying we are responsible, we possess the ability to change.



Linear economy



A new economy is possible



From linear to circular
Regenerative work

MAKE TAKE WASTE

SHARE

REPAIR



When people invest time, money 
and energy in the value of humans 
and things. 

Then employment becomes  
purposeful work. 

Then closed & proprietary business 
models become open and 
collaborative.

Can I make a living with circular economy?



Circular economy
Based on the 7 principles of the doughnut economy

British economist  
Kate Raworth

Aim to meet the needs of all people within the means of the living planet.  
Seek to align your organisation’s purpose, networks, governance, ownership

and finance.

See the big picture. Economy is derived from oikos (house) and nomos (management).

Recognise and value the potential parts of the economy (the households,  
the commons, the market and the state).

Nurture human nature. Promote diversity, participation, collaboration and reciprocity. 

Strengthen community networks and work with a spirit of high trust.

Think in systems. Experiment, see the relation, learn, adapt, evolve, have fun 
and aim for continuous improvement. Be alert to dynamic effects, 

feedback loops and tipping points.


Be distributive. Work in the spirit of open design and share the value 

created with all who co-create it.

Be regenerative. Aim to work with and within the cycles of the living world. 

Be a sharer, repairer, regenerator, steward of new possibilities.


Aim to thrive rather than to grow. Don’t let growth become a goal in itself.  
Know when to let the work spread out via others. Make good initiatives multiply. 




team 
player

change 
maker

wizard

visionary

innovator

hero

you

optimist

alchemist

you

you

futurist

imagineer

you



Changing perspectives towards work
Inclusive, distributive and regenerative



Changing perspectives towards work
Inclusive, distributive and regenerative



Changing perspectives towards work
Let’s fill this in together!



Joeri Oltheten - j.oltheten@cinqo.nl 
Juan-Carlos Goilo - j.goilo@amsterdam.nl

Join us!
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